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MPD FOR TOURISM
UN Committee of Experts on Big Data
and Data Science for Official
Statistics has prepared guiding
materials for the use of mobile
positioning data for tourism statistics
for the statistical community

Task Team Member:
Indonesia, Georgia, Austria, KSA, 
Netherland, UnDESA, ITU, Positium

methodology for tourism, see:
https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/MPDTS

https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/MPDTS


ROUTINES



DATA

Cell phone transactions generate logs, and this collection of logs is data.

CHARGING DATA

Billing domain log which stores successful charging
transaction record such calls, messaging, etc.

LOCATION BASED ADVERTISING

The technology is used to pinpoint consumers location
and provide location-specific advertisements on their
mobile devices.

INTERNET DATA USAGE

It provides policy, service, subscription, quota, and
bearer resource management functions, as well as
admission control for internet data usage.

LOCATION

EVENT 
TYPE

TIME



A trip is defined as a journey from one usual environment

to another,

On each trip, there can be visits to several places, but it is

necessary to determine the main destination of the trip.

Please note that there are anomalies in the data, such as

fast movers, that could affect your analysis. 

For that, data cleansing needs to be done.

HOW MPD LOOKS LIKE



Official list of Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile Network Code (MNC);
Official and recognized list of World countries (every country is recommended to use ISO
3166-standard codes)
Administrative geographical division (including shape file);
World time-zone polygons; and
Other reference data sources are available.

OTHER DATA SOURCES
FOR STATISTICS PRODUCTION



THROUGHPUT OUTPUT

QUALITY
CHECK

Data gaps 
Missing data
Incorrect time
stamps
Duplicate record

INPUT

Errors in data
processing 
Overwrites

Anomalies checking  
Coherence with
other data  
New phenomena can
be explained 
Passed Calibration/
Comparison with
other data



IS THE DATA GOOD ENOUGH?

more details about QAF on MPD in Indonesia:
https://proceedings.stis.ac.id/icdsos/article/view/134



MAPPING
THE JOURNEY 

1 2 3

To every subscriber,
apply the algorithm to
determine the usual
environments. These
usual environments will
be candidates for
home, work, commuter
& circular. 

Usual
Environment

Create trajectory, a
series of journeys
starting from a usual
environment to
another/back to the
original usual
environment.

Trajectory

Specify each
destination for the
usual environment,
tourism, commuter,
circular

Labeling



"Tourism comprises the activities

of persons traveling to and staying

in places outside their usual

environment for not more than one

consecutive year for leisure,

business, and other purposes."

For the usual environment (AMDA) algorithm used by
BPS, see:

https://proceedings.stis.ac.id/icdsos/article/view/239 

TOURISM



Intensive discussions are needed with mobile network operators regarding data usage,
especially related to the issue of personal data protection. However, if it is successful with one

operator, it opens the way for collaboration with other operators.

CHALLENGES
Data Access

Different Mobile Operators have different data formats, it is necessary to convince them to use
the same data standards to enable data integration.

It is necessary to study how data is formed to overcome data problems such as fast movers,
accidental roaming, etc.

Standard Data

Data Characteristics



MPD IN INDONESIA 
THE JOURNEY

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Initiative for using MPD at

the Ministry of Tourism

and Creative Economy:

Foreign Tourists at the

border

BPS uses MPD:

Domestic Tourists

Event Analysis for

the Asian Games

and IMF

New research addition: Commuter,

Circular (BPS)

The National Development Planning

Agency: Metropolitan Statistical Area

(MSA);

Ministry of Transportation: Origin

Destination Matrix;

National Disaster Management

Authority: MPD for disaster dashboard.

Addition of new

research, ICT

indicators for

SDG's

Started using 3

operators for

Outbound

The Ministry of

Tourism and

Creative Economy

and BPS registered

MPD in the e-

catalog to bridge

data procurement

New research

addition:

Tourists within

the District









Netherlands Austria

ANOTHER
BEST

PRACTICES

The central bank uses
MPD from Estonian

mobile network
operators to quantify

inbound and outbound
travel

Estonia

using machine learning
in modeling MPD to
classify tourism and

travel

The use of MPD to
calibrate the

extrapolation weights of
the sample survey for
holiday and business

trips

Georgia 

Working with all three operators in Georgia to calculate
inbound, outbound, and domestic tourism.



MPD provides better coverage than household
surveys
MPD is more efficient both in terms of budget and
human resources used
MPD provides tourism data in a faster time

CONCLUSION



mpd@bps.go.id
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